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ABSTRACT

A numerical model incorporating a single baroclinic mode and realistic coastline 
geometry is used to analyze the linear, dynamic response to estimates of the 
seasonal wind field over the tropical Atlantic Ocean. The forced periodic 
response consists of a spatially dependent combination of a locally forced 
response, Kelvin waves, Rossby waves and multiple wave reflections. The 
seasonal displacements of the model pycnocline are compared with observed 
dynamic height. Annual and semiannual fluctuations dominate the seasonal 
signal throughout the basin. In general, the distribution of amplitude and phase 
are similar for annual changes in dynamic height and pycnocline depth. Major 
features of the seasonal response are reproduced, e.g., east-west changes in 
pycnocline depth about a nodal point at the equator, the seasonal pycnocline 
movement along the northern and southern coast of the Guinea Gulf, and a 
significant changes of phase in the ocean variability north and south of the 
ITCZ. The relative importance between local and remote forcing is determined 
for several parts of the model basin. The wind-driven annual signal in the 
idealized Gulf of Guinea is due to equatorial zonal wind stress fluctuations west 
of the Gulf. The semi-annual response in the Gulf of Guinea is a result of zonal and meridional wind stress 
fluctuations in the eastern half of the tropical Atlantic. The seasonal response in the western equatorial and 
northernmost parts of the model basin are primarily local.
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